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Checklist for Organizing Company Picnics Checklist for Organizing Company Picnics The most important
part of organizing a company picnic is finding someone to be in charge. Our Best Advice is to Start Early!
Find out where the funding is coming from! Contact HR to find out how many people work for your company,
division, or group and whether you can invite any contractors sadly, inviting contractors may cause legal
issues. Contact management to find out whether the picnic will be chargeable on company time or not, any
requirements for doing soâ€”and whether that limits your choice of locations and beverages. You need to find
a location that will hold all the participants and equipment. That may mean serving burgers in shifts , or
having the meal in one area and the entertainment in another. The reason you want to start so far ahead is due
to the difficulty of obtaining a good location for possibly hundreds of people. Honestly, you can salvage
almost any other disasterâ€”but not having a location will kill your picnic. All at the same time. Find or create
a location with shade, protection from the wind, and bathrooms. Three months before the picnic: Here are
some suggestions: Plan for prizes, too. A great way to do this is decide on items people will enjoy with
company logos on them for the ultimate bragging rights we offer volume discounts. If you have a contest,
consider having a trophy made and including a gift certificate. One month before the picnic: Gather your
volunteers and hand out their assignments. Keep a list of who will do whatâ€”including backups. Get their
contact information. Plan the main dish. While grilled food is tasty, this seems to be more of a requirement to
keep the grill-masters happy than anything else. You will probably not have any difficulty finding people to
grill for you. Plan the main dish accompaniments, including buns, condiments, veggies, etc. Plan the side
dishes. Remember, a cooler will keep things reasonably hot, or perfectly chilled. Some easy sides include
potato salad, chips, green salad, sliced fruit, corn on the cob, baked beans, and giant pickles. More interesting
side dishes can come from your local natural-foods or ethnic grocery store. It can be very amusing to have a
side dish that you have to dare people to try. Alcohol is fun but can cause a lot of trouble. Keep track of who
will provide the equipment, who will transport the equipment to the location, and who will set up the
equipment. Make sure someone is responsible for getting the following supplies. Plates, cups, napkins,
personal utensils Serving containers and serving utensils Trash cans and bags with extra cans and bags for
recyclables Tablecloths, heavy-duty clips, masking tape, plastic wrap Bug control supplies, if applicable
Cleaning supplies Make sure these task get done: If possible, have someone create a colorful announcement
for you and send it out as well as adding it to the company newsletter. Ask the newsletter coordinator. Ask for
a volunteer to take pictures; if you have a newsletter, ask for a volunteer to write a short article. If possible,
make sure these people have a good sense of humor. The last thing you want are serious mementos of your
picnic. Write down a schedule for the entertainment and send it to your entertainment volunteers. If your
picnic will be chargeable on company time, make sure you have someone to fulfill whatever requirements
need to be met for example, someone to read off the yearly safety presentation. Consider having an MC for the
picnicâ€”someone in management who will stand up in front of the group, make announcements, make fun of
your co-workers, and make sure that things happen reasonably on time. One week before the picnic: At least a
hundred things will go wrong, be forgotten, get lost, break, or go on an unannounced vacation by this point.
Send out reminders that the picnic is coming soon. One day before the picnic: Call your volunteers again.
Send out another reminder. And personally call the person in charge of the main dish to make sure that
anything frozen is being defrosted. The day of the picnic: Take a chill pill, get your list of volunteers, and
check them off as they arrive, supplies in hand. Keep your cell phone ready to call your backup volunteers if
your main volunteers fall through. Get everyone to help clean and pack up. Make sure the area is how you
found it or better. Pass out leftovers and collapse. When you recover, send out pictures or a link to them on a
shared drive. There should be some doozies!
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Organizing a Fair, Festival or Event A look at boards: Getting the right ingredients together to put on a
successful event is no easy task. It takes preparation-months and months of careful planning and organizing.
The board is responsible for, among other things, drafting workable by-laws and periodically reviewing and
updating them if necessary. Once you have established your general guidelines and focus, start planning
specifics. It may help to draw an organizational chart to show the chain of command and to visualize the
various departments making up the festival. System of Succession A problem with most events is passing on
the lessons and experiences from one year to the next. One solution is having the project vice-chairperson
assist the chairperson one year, then move up to chairperson the following year. Change is good for everyone
and refreshing for the spirit of the event. Who should be on them? How should they be selected? How long
should individuals serve? How do you referee disagreements? Before any questions can be answered, you
need to consider the type of organization you have. Boards should operate differently when there is a fulltime
professional staff carrying out the work of the organization than they should when all the work is done by
volunteers. There is not one type of board that is ideal for all organizations. If anyone is paid, it is a token sum
and volunteers carry out the work of the organization. In this situation, you want what is best described as a
working board. The board should be made up of the more active and involved members-the heads of the
committees, for example. Who knows more what needs to be done than the people who face the challenge
every day? Also, having separate groups of bosses who sit on the board make policy and volunteers who do
the work nearly always causes trouble and, in fairly short order, a shortage of volunteers. If you count on
volunteers to do the work, count on volunteers to make the policies and run the organization. Once you decide
that active members should be on the board, many other questions are easily answered. Board members should
be elected by the full membership to serve a fi xed term. Terms of the board members should be staggered so
that at least some carry over to the new year for continuity. One successful method is to have three-year terms
with one-third of the terms ending each year. How long people should serve is always a tough question. In
theory, there should be a limit to the number of consecutive terms anyone should serve. In practice, it can be
diffi cult to fi ll seats on the board of a small organization. What happens is that over time people become
"indispensable. Or, worse, they come to see themselves as "indispensable" and the organization declines as
they lose energy. The way out of this is to not let anyone become indispensable, either in the minds of the
members or in their own. Limit everyone to two consecutive terms, no exceptions. After a year, people can
stand for election for another cycle of two terms, etc. During that year off, new leaders will be able to try their
wings. There are a few exceptions to these general points. If possible, fi nd a lawyer willing to serve on your
board. There are many small matters that a lawyer can quickly evaluate during a meeting and save the group
endless and needless worry. Try not to take advantage of them if a major problem develops, but this is one
situation when you can have someone on the board who may not otherwise be active in the group and gain far
more than you will risk. If there are several lawyers in your community, rotate the position informally much as
you would other seats. You might consider other professionals-insurance agents, accountants, etc. However,
never let these professionals make up a majority of the board or serve as president. Make sure the president is
one of the more active volunteers. Remember, the best leaders lead by example. Conflict on boards can be a
real source of trouble. One or two people can often get their way on a board, even quite a large board, just by
being diffi cult. No one wants to make trouble or cause a scene, so they get their way, even though they may
be a small minority. This type of person can cause real trouble for an organization. First, if decisions are made
to keep the peace rather than for the good of the organization, small problems will accumulate and grow into
major problems. Second, people will stop coming to board meetings because there is no real discussion. Why
should they give up an evening at home with their family? Third, eventually you will begin to lose your
volunteers. The less active and involved they are the sooner you will lose them. They simply fi nd other things
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to do that give them more of a sense of involvement. In the end, the organization declines and fi nally becomes
either a small clique around one dominant person, or it disappears for lack of interest. People have to accept
the fact that there is nothing wrong with disagreement or with debating options and then deciding among the
options available. To disagree is not to misunderstand; it is simply to see another way of doing what needs to
be done-or even seeing something entirely different that might be done. If no one stands up, they will slowly,
but surely, destroy any organization. To repeat, a volunteer organization should have a board made up of the
most active volunteers, elected by the membership for fi xed terms, serving for a limited number of
consecutive terms. What about an organization with paid staff? Well, it is a very different situation. There is a
separation between the day-to-day work of the organization and the responsibility of the board. This is very
important to maintain. Board interference in day-to-day operations can create an array of problems almost too
numerous to catalog here. If there is a paid staff, the board must let them do their jobs. If the board involves
itself in the day-to-day operations, no one will be sure who is in charge, morale will decline sharply, and the
organization will lack direction and soon need a new director anyway. In organizations with a paid staff, the
board should limit itself to three things: Some of the board members and the more the better must have strong
connections within the community. These are people who can go out and quickly round up all kinds of
donations-lumber, sign space, printing, advertising copy, food and drinks for volunteers, staging supplies,
sound equipment, and many other necessities for a first-rate event. To be sure and represent all facets in the
community, a reasonable balance can be maintained if the board membership includes the following:
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Friends of the Tonto National Forest Friends of the Tonto National Forest is a group of volunteers who assist
the Forest in its critical mission of natural and cultural resource management. Girls participating in GSSoAz
programs are exposed to and develop an appreciation of the outdoors. They grow an awareness and
understanding of the environment and its challenges, with an emphasis on personal responsibility and an
overarching vision that girls become committed to being environmental stewards. Grand Canyon Trust is a
regional nonprofit conservation organization working to protect and restore the Colorado Plateau H Highlands
Center for Natural History The Highlands Center for Natural History helps adults and children discover the
wonders of nature and to become wise caretakers of the land. We believe that everyone has a fundamental
need to connect with the natural world. This connection is fostered by the Center through outdoor-science
education based on observation and discovery of the Central Arizona Highlands. The Highlands Center for
Natural History is an environmental education organization, which features quality outdoor science education,
reaching over 10, children and adults each year. The park hosts several events throughout the year including
fishing tournaments, triathlons, wakeboarding competitivions, scuba events, sailboat regattas, cook-offs, and
more. The park encompasses approximately 23, acres of land and 10, surface acres of water. M Mesa Ranger
District, U. Mesa Ranger District is one of the busiest recreation districts in the Forest Service with
responsibility for managing over , acres including the Superstition Wilderness, Four Peaks Wilderness, a
portion of the Mazatzal, the lower Salt River, and Canyon and Saguaro Lakes. Montezuma Well, a unique
water source fed by underground springs, is also part of Montezuma Castle. We remove trash, graffiti and
anything foreign to the environment from natural areas. We provide hands-on service learning opportunities
for youth and communities across Arizona. We target Central and Southern Arizona during the fall, winter,
and spring. In the summer, we focus our efforts in Northern Arizona. We are launching a full-time, dedicated
restoration team to make a greater impact by going into remote areas, areas that see constant dumping, and
areas where the conditions are unsafe for volunteers. P Prescott Creeks is a c 3 nonprofit organization with the
mission to promote, protect and celebrate the ecological integrity of riparian systems and associated wetlands
in the central Arizona watersheds through conservation, restoration and education. Simply put, we protect,
restore, and celebrate riparian ecosystems byproviding people with meaningful interactions with the creeks.
And yet, these majestic plants are only found in a small portion of the United States. Saguaro National Park
protects some of the most impressive forests of these sub-tropical giants, on the edge of the modern City of
Tucson. To explore, enjoy and protect the planet. The Grand Canyon Arizona Chapter was started in as a way
to help focus attention on stopping dams in Grand Canyon. The Grand Canyon Chapter helped win
designation of four million acres of wilderness in Arizona, stopped numerous old growth logging proposals,
helped restore and protect Fossil Creek, and continues to work to protect the Verde and San Pedro Rivers. We
have won passage of key environmental legislation including the Environmental Quality Act, which protects
our air and water, and the Heritage Fund, which provides funding for parks and wildlife, and have helped
defeat legislation that would undercut environmental protections. Our chapter has helped promote clean
renewable energy and energy efficiency programs as well as measures to improve air quality by supporting
mass transit and a Clean Car standards. Sky Island Alliance Sky Island Alliance is a grassroots organization
dedicated to the protection and restoration of the rich natural heritage of native species and habitats in the Sky
Island region of the southwestern United States and northwestern Mexico. Our methods are based in scientific
research and are collaborative, inclusive of participation from members of the community. We firmly believe
in educating and supporting residents about buffelgrass and brushfire issues: SCC accomplishes this mission
in two ways: SCC employs and trains a diverse group of young women and men. In SCC engaged over 1,
young people in residential and day service programs providing them with paid work, job training, education,
life skills and the opportunity to make a difference. SCC completes conservation projects for the public
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benefit. In SCC completed over , hours of service maintaining recreational trails and open space, protecting
communities from wildfire, and safeguarding wildlife. Our goal is to raise awareness about recreational
opportunities on public lands, educate the community about natural resources, and encourage them to be active
proponents of preservation efforts. We want to involve community members in volunteer activities that
enhance our city, protect our public lands, and encourage an active lifestyle outdoors. Southwest Monarch
Study The Southwest Monarch Study is a citizens science research project dedicated to learning about
monarch butterflies in Arizona and the Southwestern United States. To identify and describe the migration
behavior of Monarch Butterflies Danaus plexippus as they travel through the Southwestern United States each
fall. To provide a meaningful research project for citizen scientists of all ages throughout Arizona. To
encourage and monitor Monarch Butterfly conservation activities in Arizona. How do we do this? Monitoring
milkweed populations and habitats throughout the state. Searching for new habitats that attract Monarch
Butterflies in the Southwest. Providing education about the importance of monarch butterfly conservation.
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This book presents a step-by-step approach to organizing or strengthening volunteer groups to conserve and manage
natural resources. The approach is applicable to both small focused groups and large nonprofit corporations. Three case
studies point out the common characteristics of successful.

Love Volunteers offers community-based development programs in healthcare, education, sports and
coaching, law and legal assistance, social services, engineering and architecture, special needs, construction,
environmental protection and in many more areas. Teaching and Assisting in Schools Through this program,
volunteers work in multiple schools in the city of Arusha. Volunteers are especially needed to English and as
such, volunteers should consider a TEFL course prior to volunteering though this is not required by the
program. Special Education Program This program is located in Kathmandu in order to assist people with
disabilities. Volunteers in this program help the participants in the special education program to develop
technology skills, develop their conversational English skills, and the life skills needed to live an independent
and dignified life. Elephant Village Based in Surin, this volunteer trip invites you to provide care for elephants
that have been abused and neglected as tourist attractions and for logging work. As a volunteer, you can help
to create a safe place for elephants to live full, peaceful lives in their natural habitats. Turtle Conservation
Another excellent trip you can take with Love Volunteers brings you to Costa Rica to help save sea turtles
from extinction by assisting in hatcheries, helping with conservation projects at the beach, releasing hatchlings
into the sea, and patrolling hatching grounds. Love Volunteers Program Review: Delaney and Jordan "Love
Volunteers is such an amazing organization. They were happy to answer any question I asked, and made the
process as smooth as possible. I would recommend Love Volunteers to everyone. This organization
specializes in volunteering, tourism, and development work in Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania, Ghana, and
Maasai-land. For 10 years, AV has supported humanitarian efforts and environmental conservation - projects
range from medical volunteering, to teaching, to volunteering with wildlife, and program costs include
registration and administration fees, as well as travel insurance, in total making Agape Volunteers the
lowest-cost option if you want to volunteer in Africa. All Agape Volunteers participants are covered by the
Agape Travel Policy, provided at no extra cost, and accommodations, airport transfers, food, and orientation
are included in the program fee. Orientation and full health and safety briefing are provided to all newcomers,
as well as a city tour. Agape Volunteers Opportunities to Check Out Kenya Medical Program If you have
completed at least one year of medical school, or are a qualified nurse or doctor, you can work with Agape
Volunteers on the Kenya medical program. This is a great opportunity to use and develop your medical
training, while saving lives with healthcare teams in the clinics and hospitals of Kenya. Your duties vary
depending upon your experience level. Shadow professionals during your first few days, then perform basic
procedures under supervision, including distributing medicines, dressing wounds, and assisting with births.
Outside of volunteering, enjoy side trips such as safaris, beach weekends, mountain climbing, cultural city
tours, and more. Wildlife Conservation in South Africa Share your love for animals and help to support
endangered species on a wildlife conservation program in South Africa. This memorable experience invites
you to contribute to the protection of lions, rhinos, elephants, leopards, cheetahs, buffalos, and hyenas at
Marakele National Park. You will monitor the movements and behaviors of animals, and take part in
anti-poaching activities, such as looking for suspicious tracks, reporting low-flying aircraft, joining sleep-outs,
and even flying on a microlight to check the reserve. Other tasks include invasive plant removal, road
restoration, trash removal, fire control, game capture, and bush clearing. The course helps to ensure safe
testing techniques, and provides a useful qualification for your future medical career. Abroadly partners with
reputable, vetted organizations worldwide and features more than programs in the fields of child and youth
development, construction and community development, education, health and medicine, human rights, sports
and recreation, and wildlife and environmental conservation. Turtle Conservation in Costa Rica Join Maximo
Nivel in Costa Rica for a conservation project , supporting biologists and researchers at a sea turtle nesting site
on either the Caribbean or Pacific coast. Tasks include patrolling the beach at night for nesting turtles,
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relocating turtle nests to hatcheries, counting eggs and turtles, tagging turtles, and more. Free time can be
spent exploring San Jose, trekking in the cloud forests, swimming at beaches, and enjoying the shops and
restaurants in town. Learn more and apply here! Tasks include planning and carrying out lesson plans, testing
and grading students, and practicing English during one-on-one lessons, all with the guidance of a qualified
teacher. Ride horses along the Arenal Volcano or tour the coffee plantations. San Ramon also has numerous
museums, restaurants, and shops for short trips out and about. Read more and apply here! Gain valuable
experience working with professionals abroad, and spend your weekends and free time exploring ancient sites,
including the world-famous Machu Picchu and the Sacred Valley. Read more and register here! Assist in a
hospital that cares for patients per day, observing treatment in the areas of general surgery, intensive care,
maternity and midwifery, pediatrics, prenatal, general medicine, outpatient, and public health. Spend days off
touring nearby ruins, spiritual sites, and temples, or taking yoga lessons. Sample the amazing food at local
restaurants and shop at street markets. There are many organized side trips, including a visit to the Sacred
Monkey Forest. Add new skills to your resume and engage in fun intercultural exchange with eager young
students. Jaco is a booming beach town close to San Jose, and features surfside shops and souvenir stands, as
well as restaurants and bars. Go on a catamaran cruise, take surf lessons, or be adventurous and go on a
zip-line tour in the pristine rainforest of Carara National Park. Programs run year-round so you can choose
your own dates, and with excellent staff support and a unique hassle-free approach, Projects Abroad takes care
of everything for you so that you can focus on having a meaningful experience with a long-term impact. As an
intern, you will develop an active role and work alongside qualified professionals in their field as you shadow
local doctors in hospitals or clinics and participate in medical outreach programs in rural communities
providing medical check-ups or treating minor injuries. You can also earn academic or community service
credit from your school. Volunteer with Children in Nepal Working abroad with children living in Nepal is
one of the most rewarding activities you can experience, as well as an excellent opportunity to give back while
exploring a beautiful country. Join a Care project in Nepal with Projects Abroad and make a strong impact in
the lives of children in underprivileged communities by giving them the attention and love they need. You do
not need previous experience or local language skills and you can join for as little as one week! Protect the
Sharks in Fiji If you are passionate about marine wildlife, this is your chance to get up close with one of the
most endangered and misunderstood animals in the world â€” sharks! Projects Abroad Program Review:
Having volunteered abroad numerous times with various organizations, this was one of my best experiences
by far. The staff at Projects Abroad Moldova went beyond my expectations and made this placement such a
success. In fact, their preparedness and hospitality really sets them apart from other organizations. When I first
arrived until the day I left they were in contact with me every day to make sure that everything was going
smoothly and that I was comfortable with everything from going to work alone everyday, to working in my
placement to getting along with my host family. In fact, they placed me in one of the best host families that I
have ever had the opportunity of staying with. I was well taken care of! I had my own room, access to multiple
bathrooms and a shower daily. The food was the best food I had while in Moldova and the host parents were
very friendly and hospitable. The best part about Projects Abroad Moldova is that they make you feel not only
welcomed to Moldova, but a part of their country and as if you are family. I strongly recommend this
organization to anyone! With volunteer and internship projects located in 14 different countries, Fronteering
offers impactful programs for travelers who want to visit unspoiled locations and make a positive difference in
environmental conservation, wildlife research, indigenous communities, and more. Fronteering Opportunities
to Check Out: And depending on your skills and background, you can also teach IT skills, build wildlife
viewing camps, and much more. Volunteering Solutions Volunteering Solutions VolSol is an international
volunteer organization that was started in Volunteering Solutions Opportunities to Check Out: As a medical
or healthcare intern with VolSol, you can choose from projects focusing on nursing, medical care, dentistry,
and physiotherapy while earning hands-on experience in your field. Learn more about medical internships
with Volunteering Solutions here. Click here to learn more and to sign up. Sports Coaching in South Africa
Another excellent volunteer program being offered right now with VolSol is their sports coaching project in
South Africa. Volunteering Solutions Program Review: Before arriving in Thailand, I was a bit apprehensive
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and nervous , however after arriving in Chiang Mai, everything went smoothly. I dad a very informative
orientation session with the local team. The Chiang Mai city tour was fab too! My 3 weeks stay at the elephant
camp was definitely the highlight of my Thailand trip. I enjoyed meeting other volunteers from around the
world and getting involved in different tasks at the elephant camp. On the weekends, we enjoyed our time in
Chiang Mai thoroughly exploring the night market, going to Doi Suthep and other plenty of Thai temples. I
would definitely recommend doing the Elephant Camp project in Chiang Mai. GVI is unique from other
volunteer programs in three ways: Their projects start from one week and can last up to one year. Lastly, many
of their alumni end up working for GVI full-time, so if you are looking for a meaningful, international career,
you should definitely check out a GVI project!
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Contact Dan Hendricks at or info uffdaclub. Chairbound Hunters â€” WY â€” A small group that is committed
to giving chairbound hunters the opportunity to experience quality hunting in beautiful southeast Wyoming.
CBH is a non-profit organization designed exclusively for persons who are wheelchair-bound, blind or
terminally ill. Contact Al McCarty at or info chairboundhunters. Outdoor Buddies â€” CO â€” Outdoor
Buddies mission is to provide opportunities, through a volunteer organization, for those who have been
deprived of enjoying outdoor experiences. The focus is on those who are mobility-disabled, at-risk youth, and
youth groups. They hunt deer, elk, antelope, turkey, duck and pheasant along with fishing events. Contact
Dwaine Robey at or drobey centurytel. Many BADF chapters offer support to disabled hunters in their
communities by arranging hunts or sending individuals on special hunts in other parts of the country. Contact
David Sullivan at or dsullivan buckmasters. Outdoors Without Limits â€” The Deep South â€” OWL is a
unique organization that empowers people to reach their potential in a setting that breaks down barriers and
removes stereotypes through our love of theâ€¦The Great Outdoors! Contact Kirk Thomas at kthomas
outdoorswithoutlimits. Contact a local chapter through their site. Southern Sportsmen Foundation â€” AR â€”
We are a group of outdoor enthusiasts who want to share our love for the outdoors with people who have
disabilities, including children and veterans. Our supporters believe that in the world of hunting, there is room
for people of all abilities. Contact Mike Cranford at or mcranford whti. They provide opportunities for
disabled and able-bodied children to have experiences in the outdoors that they would otherwise not have. All
interested parties contact Carol Clark at or rcclark yahoo. Contact Corey McGregor at coreym wyoming. For
Iowa, contact Al Smith at or smith serveoutdoors. A major emphasis is placed on reaching people with
disabilities who have never been exposed to the greatest recreational therapy in the world â€” bowhunting and
archery. Capable Partners â€” MN â€” The Vision and Mission of Capable Partners is to create a well known
Twin Cities based non-profit organization of sport persons whose mission is to volunteer their time and talents
to provide hunting, fishing, and related opportunities for the physically challenged. We also host fishing
events. Contact them by phone at or through their site. The same thing happens in TN. Turkey Tracks Hunt
has the equipment and the ability to take young hunters in wheelchairs and challenge them to the same
adventure that a person with mobility would enjoy experiencing. Call or email turkeytrackshunt09 gmail.
Challenged Sportsmen of America â€” Challenged Sportsmen of America is a non-profit organization
dedicated to helping men, women, and children who have become disabled through accident, injury, or disease
continue to enjoy the outdoors. Call or mail rgvcsa yahoo. The Way Outfitters â€” Hunting â€” Fishing â€”
Skiing â€” Dude Ranch â€” The Mission of The Way Outfitters is to provide wholesome outdoor adventure
experiences of hunting, fishing and other activities for disabled, disadvantaged and terminally ill children and
youth, and disabled and terminally ill American Veterans. The Way Outfitters provides all activity costs for
the 3- or 4-day adventure trips for the guest, and their parents or guardians. Contact Roger Devenport at or
fivedevenport verizon. COA believes in giving the challenged outdoorsmen and youth the pride of belonging
to a group where fellowshipping, working hard and serving others is rewarded by improving the quality of life
through outdoor activities. Contact Dearil Jackson at or email dearilw aol. Contact other chapters through the
COA site. Hope Outdoors â€” AR â€” Hope Outdoors is a non-denominational Christian outdoor ministry that
partners with caring organizations and churches across the nation to facilitate hope through outdoor activities.
The organization hosts multiple events throughout the year including hunting and fishing weekends. The
family of each hunter is encouraged to attend the weekend events. Contact Jim Hardy at or jim
outdoorfriendsforever. Applicants are put on a waiting list as a first come first serve basis. If you cannot go
this year you will be put on the list. You will be notified where you are on the list every year. So please try to
get your application in ASAP. Apply online or contact Brad Hammermeister at , Mike Brunner at , or Dave
Reynolds at SYC provides training and other necessary aides to help the hunters achieve this goal at no cost
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to them. There are three events held each year; a turkey hunt in the spring, a fundraiser in August, and a deer
hunt in September. Contact Joey Wiggins at or James Whiddon at for more info.
6: Arizona Conservation Organizations
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can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.
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